
Family



Hello!



family
Teach 1 (1 minute)
Action: 
    -     On click, a family will appear.
    -     Have the students repeat the word until comfortable  
 with pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     family (Point to the whole family)
    -     This is a family.
    -     This is mom. (Point to the mom)
    -     This is dad. (Point to the dad)
    -     This is grandma. (Point to the grandmother)
    -     This is grandpa. (Point to the grandfather)
    -     Repeat after me, “family.” (Point to the family)



Who`is`this?

This`is`mom.
Teach 2 (1 minute)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Have the students repeat the word until comfortable  
 with pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     mom (Point to the mom)
    -     This is mom.
    -     Repeat after me, “mom”. 
    -     Who is this? This is mom. 
    -     Who is this? (mom)



Teach 3 (1 minute)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Have the students repeat the word until comfortable  
 with pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     dad (Point to the dad)
    -     This is dad.
    -     Repeat after me, “dad”. 
    -     Who is this? This is dad. 
    -     Who is this? (dad)

Who`is`this?

This`is`dad.



Teach 4 (1 minute)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Have the students repeat the word until comfortable  
 with pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     grandma (Point to the grandmother)
    -     This is grandma.
    -     Repeat after me, “grandma”. 
    -     Who is this? This is grandma. 
    -     Who is this? (grandma)

Who`is`this?

This`is`grandma.



Teach 5 (1 minute)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Have the students repeat the word until comfortable  
 with pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     grandpa (Point to the grandfather)
    -     This is grandpa.
    -     Repeat after me, “grandpa”. 
    -     Who is this? This is grandpa. 
    -     Who is this? (grandpa)

Who`is`this?

This`is`grandpa.



Who`is`this?



Teach 7 (2-3 minutes)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Introduce Will’s family. 
Say:
    -     My name is Will. 
    -     This is my family. (Point to Will’s family or use finger to draw a  
 circle in the air around Will’s family)
    -      I live with my dad, mom, grandpa, and sister. I love my family. 
 (Hug yourself to illustrate I love my family)
Action: 
    -     On each click, family vocabulary will appear. 
    -     Have the students repeat the sentence until comfortable with   
 pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     Who is this? (Point to dad)
    -     dad (Point to dad)
    -     Repeat after me, “dad”, “This is his dad.” (dad, This is his dad)
    -     Who is this? (Point to mom)
    -     mom (Point to mom)
    -     Repeat after me, “mom”, “This is his mom.” (mom, This is his   
 mom)

Who`is`this?
Will

Teach 7 (2-3 minutes)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Introduce Will’s family. 
Say:
    -     My name is Will. 
    -     This is my family. (Point to Will’s family or use finger to draw a  
 circle in the air around Will’s family)
    -      I live with my dad, mom, grandpa, grandma, and sister. I love 
my family. 
 (Hug yourself to illustrate I love my family)
Action: 
    -     On each click, family vocabulary will appear. 
    -     Have the students repeat the sentence until comfortable with   
 pronunciation. 
Say:
    -     Who is this? (Point to dad)
    -     dad (Point to dad)
    -     Repeat after me, “dad”, “This is his dad.” (dad, This is his dad)
    -     Who is this? (Point to mom)
    -     mom (Point to mom)
    -     Repeat after me, “mom”, “This is his mom.” (mom, This is his   



    -     Who is this? (Point to grandpa)
    -     grandpa (Point to grandpa)
    -     Repeat after me, grandpa, “This is his grandpa.” (grandpa, This  
 is his grandpa)
    -     Who is this? (Point to grandma)
    -     grandma (Point to grandma)
    -     Repeat after me, grandma, “This is his grandma.” (grandma,   
 This is his grandma)
    -     Who is this? (Point to sister)
    -     sister (Point to sister)
    -     Repeat after me, sister, “This is his sister.” (sister, This is his   
 sister)
Say:
    -     sister
    -     A sister is a girl.
    -     A sister is a member of a family. 
    -     She can be a big sister or a little sister. (Use gestures to illustrate  
 big and little using your arms.)
    -     Who is this? (Point to sister)(This is his sister.)



Teach 8 (2-3 minutes)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Introduce Emma’s family. 
Say:
    -     My name is Emma . 
    -     This is my family. (Point to Emma’s family or use finger to draw a   
circle in the air around Emma’s family)
    -      I live with my mom, and my brother, and my baby sister. I love my 
family. 
 (Hug yourself to illustrate I love my family)
Action: 
    -     On each click, family vocabulary will appear. 
Say:
    -     Who is this? (Point to mom) (This is her mom.)
    -     Who is this? (Point to brother) (This is her brother.)
    -     Who is this? (Point to baby sister) (This is her baby sister.)
    -     Good job! This is Emma’s family.
Action: 
    -     On each click, brother and sister will be highlighted.
    -     Ask students to identify brother and sister on their own. 
   

Who`is`this?

This`is`her`mom.

Emma



Will
Emma

I`live`with`____________.
Teach 9 (1-2 minutes)
Action: 
    -     On click, text and image will appear.
    -     Ask the students who Emma and Will live with. 
    -     Have the students repeat the sentence until comfortable with    
 pronunciation. 
Say: 
    -     This is Emma’s family. (Point to Emma’s family)
    -     They live in one house.
    -     Who does she live with? (She lives with her mom, her brother, and 
her baby sister.) (Point to each member of the family and encourage the 
students to identify them) 
    -     This is Will’s family. (Point to Will’s family)
    -     They live in one house.
    -     Who does he live with? (He lives with his mom, his dad, his grand-
pa, her grandma, and her sister.) (Point to each member of the family and 
encourage the students to identify them) 



Family

I`live`with`____________.



Family`Relationship`SongFamily`Relationship`Song

Sing-Along (2 minutes)
Action: 
    -     Play the song twice.
    -     The first time, sing and use movement. 
    -     The second time, pause the video at varying points and ask the 
student to identify the members of the family on the screen.  
Say: 
    -     Who is this?. (dad, mom, brother, sister, baby)
 



Finger Family Song Lyrics: 
Daddy Finger, Daddy, Daddy Finger where are you, you?
Yoo-hoo!
Here I am. Here I am, right in front of you, you.  
Boo!

Mommy Finger, Mommy, Mommy Finger where are you, you?
Yoo-hoo!
Here I am. Here I am, right in front of you, you.  
Boo!

Sister Finger, Sister, Sister Finger where are you, you?
Yoo-hoo!
Here I am. Here I am, right in front of you, you.  
Boo!

Brother Finger, Brother, Brother Finger where are you, you?
Yoo-hoo!
Here I am. Here I am, right in front of you, you.  
Boo!

Baby Finger, Baby, Baby Finger where are you, you?
Yoo-hoo!
Here I am. Here I am, right in front of you, you.  
Boo!

 



Family

This`is`my`____________.
Assestment (3 - 4 minutes)



Goodbye!


